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BOOKS
Share the love, happiness
and wisdom with our
engaging range of books.

GIFTS
All new Little Affirmations,
Tiny Treasures, journals,
box sets and bookmarks.

GREETING CARDS
Two fresh, sparkling and
delightfully engaging new
card ranges for you.

TRADING TERMS
Australia Head Office: Freecall 1800 222 254
AFFIRMATIONS.COM.AU

Welcome to Affirmations online
In 2018 we now have over 3500 registered online users across Australasia.
Keep up to date with all of our latest product releases and specials.
Sign up for our newsletter and most importantly order from your computer,
tablet or smartphone 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
4 EASY STEPS TO REGISTER ONLINE:
1

2

3

4

Go to
affirmations.com.au
/my-account or
affirmations.co.nz
/my-account

Enter your e-mail
address and create
a password.

Click the 'Register'
button

You can now start
shopping.

• We aim to ship your order within 24 hours.
• All prices on this site are in Australian Dollars.
• Australian orders will be charged 10% GST.
Contact Us
• Freecall within Australia: 1800 222 254.
• Bellingen Head Office: +61 2 6655 2350.
• Email: info@affirmations.com.au and our
customer service representative will contact you
as soon as possible.
• Postal Address:
Affirmations Publishing House
PO Box 189
Bellingen NSW 2454
Australia
Payment
• We accept PayPal, Visa and MasterCard.
• Payments are processed by our secure online
payment provider, eWay.

Delivery – Australia
• All orders over AU$100 shipped freight-free
Australia wide.
• Australia-wide flat-rate AUD$15.00 + GST
charged for orders under $100.
• Receive a free gift with every order.
• Orders will be sent by Australia Post unless a
different method is requested.
• Please allow up to 5 working days for delivery.
Delivery – International
• Orders under $100.00, freight will be charged:
AU$20.00.
• Orders over $100.00, freight will be charged
at 25% of your order value.
Claims and returns
We are very particular about maintaining
the highest standards of quality across our
merchandise.
However, if goods arrive damaged, claims must
be made within 7 days. Returns need to be
authorised by Affirmations.

New Zealand Office: Freecall 0800 444 224
AFFIRMATIONS.CO.NZ
• We aim to ship your order within 24 hours.
• All prices on this site are in New Zealand
Dollars.
• New Zealand orders will be charged 15% GST.

PHONE
& TABLET
FRIENDLY

affirmations.com.au
affirmations.co.nz

Contact Us
• Freecall within New Zealand: 0800 444 224.
• Auckland Office: 09 419 6988
• Email: sales@affirmations.co.nz and our
customer service representative will contact you
as soon as possible.
• Postal Address:
Affirmations NZ
PO Box 34388
Birkenhead
Auckland 0626
Payment
• We accept Visa and MasterCard.
• Payments are processed by our secure online
payment provider, eWay.

Delivery – New Zealand
• All orders over NZ$100 shipped freight-free.
• Orders less than $100.00 the freight and
handling charge will be $7.50 + GST Auckland
area, or $12.00 + GST to addresses elsewhere
in New Zealand.
• Receive a free gift with every order.
• Orders will be sent by courier unless a different
method is requested.
Delivery – International
• Orders under $100.00, freight will be charged:
NZ$20.00.
Claims and returns
We are very particular about maintaining
the highest standards of quality across our
merchandise.
However, if goods arrive damaged, claims must
be made within 7 days. Returns need to be
authorised by Affirmations.
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YEARS

3O
Celebrating
30 years in
the business at
Affirmations is easy
to do, and we love
a good party.

1988 –2018

1987

Sitting on a beach in
Far North QLD, this book
inspired us to start Affirmations.

2

1988

1990

2001

Affirmations opens for business
in Sydney on the 22.8.1988. Our
first greeting card is produced.

We married and relocated to
beautiful Bellingen on
the Mid North Coast of NSW.

We bought an old Bank in the
main street of Bellingen to
house our growing business.

Welcome

to the 2018
Affirmations Publishing House Catalogue.
Hello to all our old friends and greetings to
all our new partners now firmly part of the
Affirmations family.
30 years ago we set our sights on being an
inspirational business, one that enriched the
spirit, offered hope and added sparkle to
the world. We wanted to be the conduit that
connected families and friends. We wanted
to create magical memories that will last
a lifetime and by doing so give people all
over the planet a source of encouragement,
inspiration, and hope.
If sharing positivity has been our mission,
sustainability is our mantra. From the very
beginning, we made a promise to work
ethically using the most environmentally
friendly processes and sustainable material.
In doing so, we have held firm our principles
and watched the world follow.

2004

Exhibited in Sydney,
our very first
Trade Show!

We won ‘Best Blank Card’
at the Annual Australian
Greeting Card Awards.

2005

2006

Published
our first book Philosophy.

Exhibited at the
New York
Stationery Fair.

2008

Twigseeds and Affirmations
joined forces! We celebrate
10 years together this year.

3

YEARS

3O

2018 is the beginning of a new era, a chance
for us to reflect on the past and look ahead to
the future with unbridled passion and excitement.
We would like to give thanks for the many opportunities and contributions
by outstanding mentors, family, friends and of course our customers who
have supported us along the way.
When we first started Affirmations, our car was our office and
accommodation. Parked on the beach in Far North Queensland we
recorded our aspirations into our dream journal. Those words written with
conviction and trust have guided us lovingly along our path.
Today we look to the future with excitement and anticipation.
Our passion for creating inspirational products still burns as brightly now as it
did in 1988. Our commitment to continuing to improve our level of customer
service remains unsurpassed. Together with our dedicated, inventive and
exceptionally talented creative, administration, warehouse and sales team,
we will continue to strive for excellence in everything we do.
Finally, a huge thank you (with hugs) to everyone throughout Australia
and New Zealand. Thank you for believing in us through the good and
the challenging times. It means so much to see Affirmations grow. We feel
blessed. Every day continues to offer us new opportunities and adventures.
We can’t wait to see what the next chapter brings.
Magic does happen.

Suzi & Dan

2008

2013

2015

2017

2018

Celebrating the
opening of our
New Zealand office.

We celebrated
25 years
in business.

Winner – Excellence
in Sustainability,
Regional Award.

Exhibited at the
Progressive Greetings Live
trade show in London.

Licensing begins with
Leanin’ Tree in the USA
in January 2018.
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I have never known
any distress that an
hour's reading did
not relieve.
Charles de Montesquieu
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BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS
new!
THE JOY OF ZEN

– insightful quotes on creating a simple life

RRP A$24.95
RRP NZ$24.95
(155 x 155 mm) 144 pages, deckle edge paper, hard cover,
die-cut, laser cut.
ISBN 978-0-9944355-4-5

A collection of encouraging quotations sourced from Zen
proverbs and Japanese Buddhists such as Dogen and Nichiren.
Calm the mind, reduce internal stress and live a content life.
The Joy of Zen is enhanced with unique, vintage illustrations,
created by a gifted Japanese artist of the late 1800's. Start
creating a life you love.

Stop trying to
observe time
and you will be

free of time
Zen Proverb

One
instant is eternity;
eternity is the

now
Wumen Huikai

The world
is won by those

who let it go
Lao Tzu

To the mind that is still,

We are always a work
in progress and we
should embrace our
imperfections

6

the whole

universe
surrenders
Lao Tzu

BOOKS

NEW

7

BOOKS

l.

Life is beautifu

a
La vita

e´ bella.

8

LA DOLCE VITA – the sweet life
RRP A$24.95
RRP NZ$24.95
(185 x 185 mm) 144 pages, hard cover.
ISBN 978-0-9944355-5-2

Italy is a feast for the senses: an intense explosion
of colour, texture and taste. From chic fashion to
sumptuous culinary delights, from architectural
grandeur to its romantic heart, Italy is a country
like no other. La Dolce Vita will take you on a
voyage through the Italian heartland. Let the
messages of love and passion inspire you as you
embrace the beauty, sensuality and elegance that
is Italy.

Live,
laugh,
love.

a.}
{Vivi, ridi, am
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BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS
LITTLE LIFEBOATS
RRP A$9.95
RRP NZ$12.95
(115 x 115 mm) 72 pages, hard cover.
Little Lifeboats can be launched at any time
and offer the perfect rescue remedy for those
searching for a little support. Overflowing with
beautiful messages and evocative images,
these three books will assist you in keeping
your life purposeful, reflective and free of
worry. Everyone needs a little rescuing every
now and then. Give one to someone who
needs a little help.

TRUE DIRECTION
ISBN 978-0-9944355-8-3

Every positive thought you have launches you
toward your true direction. Set sail and cast
off the bow lines for an inspirational, uplifting
and fulfilling voyage of discovery.

THE DEEP
ISBN 978-0-9944355-7-6

The sea refreshes the mind, fills the heart
and soothes the soul. It’s a place of seclusion,
reflection and contemplation. Drop your
anchor; breathe and let the world pass you by.

SEA CHANGE
ISBN 978-0-9944355-6-9

Flow with the waves… let life's currents set you
free. Fill your sails and explore the world with
new purpose and direction. Embrace change
and go for it!

10

BOOKS

11

BOOKS

BOOKS
RRP A$14.95
RRP NZ$16.95
(130 x 130 mm) 72 pages, padded hard cover.

MAKE THIS YOUR DAY
ISBN 978-0-9944354-9-1

"Today is a good day… to give what you can, find
what you need, teach what you know, and create
what you love. Every day there is a reason to smile.
Make this your day, every day."
With encouraging words by Paula Finn, Make this
your day reminds us to maintain our optimism and
put our absolute best into all that we do.

BELIEVE IN YOURSELF
ISBN 978-0-9944354-4-6

"Forgive the past, trust the future, live in the moment
and find each worthwhile."
REFRESHED
DESIGN!

Featuring uplifting words written by Paula Finn that
will inspire you to change and grow, reminding you
to feel grateful and loved.

IT’S OK TO BE YOU
ISBN 978-0-9808150-1-6

An insightful narrative into self-worth with quirky
animal imagery, lovingly assuring us that we are all
individuals and it really is ok to be ourselves.
The ever-popular It’s ok to be you gently reminds us
to love ourselves wholeheartedly and to be proud of
our individuality.
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BOOKS

RRP A$14.95
RRP NZ$16.95
(130 x 130 mm) 72 pages, padded hard cover.

FIND YOUR INNER CALM
ISBN 978-0-6480755-9-2

Discovering the pathway to relaxation
is the key to a peaceful, fulfilled and
enjoyable life. Finding your happy place
can be as simple as letting go of what
you can't change or doing more of what
makes you smile.
No one does 'chill' better than our
adorable friends from the animal world.
Find Your Inner Calm will help you
discover the perfect elixir against stress
and worry. Put a smile on your dial today
and embrace the tranquility that comes
when you unlock your inner calm.

NEW
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BOOKS

Enjoy the small joys
that a simple
life brings.

NEW
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LITTLE BOOKS - ANIMALS
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$6.95
(85 x 95 mm) 28 pages, soft cover.
Little is the new big. Big in heart.
Big in wisdom and big in joyfulness.
These gorgeous books take a quirky look at life
through the eyes of rabbits, cats, dogs and horses.
Featuring stunning photographs, our Little Books are
the perfect gift for any occasion.

BIG LOVE ISBN 978-0-6480755-7-8
MEERKAT MAGIC ISBN 978-0-6480755-8-5
FEATHERED FRIENDS ISBN 978-0-9944355-2-1
OWL WISDOM ISBN 978-0-9944355-3-8
BUNNY ZEN ISBN 978-0-9943120-5-1
CATITUDE! ISBN 978-0-9943120-6-8
DIVINE DOGS ISBN 978-0-9943120-9-9
HEAVENLY HORSES ISBN 978-0-9943120-7-5
15

BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS
LITTLE BOOKS - ILLUSTRATED
BY CATE EDWARDS
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$6.95
(85 x 95 mm) 24 pages, soft cover.

DESIDERATA

ISBN 978-0-9944355-0-7

DELIGHT

ISBN 978-0-9944355-1-4

COMFORT

ISBN 978-0-9757703-2-0

FRIENDS

ISBN 978-0-9757703-3-7

HAPPINESS

ISBN 978-0-9757703-4-4

INSPIRATION

ISBN 978-0-9804060-5-4

OPTIMISM

ISBN 978-0-9872577-9-6

POSITIVITY

ISBN 978-0-9808150-8-5

16

These adorable books are big on the inside! Each book
is a pocket-sized collection of wisdom. We have two new
Little Books on offer. Delight is a colourful celebration of
joy. Desiderata is a celebration of Max Ehrmann's poem,
an aspirational guide to life. With heartfelt illustrations by
West Australian artist Cate Edwards, and specially chosen
affirmations, these are the perfect gift for any occasion.

BOOKS

Cheerfulness
is the very
flower of health.
Proverb
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BOOKS

BOOKS
YOU, ME & THE SEA
– explore, dream, discover

RRP A$24.95
RRP NZ$24.95
(185 x 185 mm) 144 pages, hard cover.
ISBN 978-0-9944354-3-9

The ocean is our greatest resource.
It is our pantry, our playground, our
lungs, a liquid freeway that transports us
to faraway lands. For as long as there’s
been printed word, philosophers, poets
and writers have waxed lyrical about our
symbiotic relationship with the ocean.
You, me & the sea will take you on an
uplifting pilgrimage of self-exploration,
inspiration and wonder. Let the azure
blue water and the palm-fringed beaches
refresh your body, mind and soul.

The cure
for anything
is salt water –
sweat, tears
or the sea.
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52 WEEKS – a journey of self discovery
RP A$24.95
RRP NZ$24.95
(155 x 155 mm) 144 pages, deckle edge paper,
hard cover.
ISBN 978-0-9872577-6-5

52 weeks - a journey of self discovery is an
exploration of individual awareness that will
open the door to an abundant life. Use the
weekly activities to unlock, experience and
embrace the inner you.
This book offers women of all ages the
perfect pathway to develop a rich tapestry of
experiences that will change the way they live,
work and play.

Close your eyes
and you will
see clearly.
Cease to listen
and you will
hear truth.
Be silent and
your heart
will sing.
19

BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS
With stunning photography and moving quotations,
featuring a cover with gold foil embellishments.
Sisters, Soul and Spirit shine brightly in the
Affirmations collection.

RRP A$19.95
RRP NZ$19.95
(155 x 155 mm) 108 pages, hard cover. Gold foil details.

SISTERS

– bound by love
ISBN 978-0-9808150-0-9

A moving, refreshing and loving tribute to the
unconditional love that sisters share around the
globe - a love that transcends barriers and
nurtures the spirit.

SOUL

– heart, mind, body, spirit
ISBN 978-0-9805377-3-4

Drawing on the wisdom of some of the most
influential minds in history, Soul delivers
inspirational quotations combined with vivid
photography designed to feed your heart, mind,
body and spirit.

SPIRIT

– a path to inner peace
ISBN 978-0-9804060-1-6

Spirit reminds us that the path to inner peace can
be found through the connection between body,
mind and spirit.
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BUDDHA – under the bodhi tree
RRP A$19.95
RRP NZ$19.95
(155 x 155 mm) 108 pages, hard cover. Gold foil details.
ISBN 978-0-9808150-4-7

Buddha – under the bodhi tree will awaken the
mind, heart and soul to the wisdom and empathy
of Buddhism. This inspiring and beautiful book is
filled with touching photography and inspirational
Buddhist teachings of truth, universal law and
the value of embracing all living beings without
discrimination.
The perfect gift for anyone searching for a life filled
with peace, joy and inner freedom.

ENLIGHTENMENT – a journey through India
RRP A$24.95
RRP NZ$24.95
(185 x 185 mm) 144 pages, hard cover. Gold foil details.
ISBN 978-0-9944354-5-3

Let the wisdom of India’s people and one of the
world’s oldest and richest cultures resonate and
encourage you to reach an enlightened state of
acceptance, patience and kindness.
Sensitively recorded by award-winning
photographer, Drew Hopper, Enlightenment – a
journey through India captures the spirit, beauty
and peace of India. From the dazzling marigold
offerings gracing each and every celebration,
to the vibrant, intoxicating and overwhelming
mix of colour, chaos, people and architecture.
Captivating, conscious and transcendental.
21

BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS
MINDFULNESS BOOKS
RRP A$9.95
RRP NZ$12.95
(115 x 115 mm) 72 pages, hard cover. Gold foil details.

OUR NATURE IS LOVE

– living a life of love through mindfulness
ISBN 978-0-9943120-0-6

Our nature is love is filled with timeless wisdom for moving
towards a more loving and meaningful life. Make each day
the best on your journey.

A GRATEFUL HEART

– living a life of gratitude through mindfulness
ISBN 978-0-9943120-1-3

A grateful heart is filled with heart-warming inspiration
and practical principles for understanding the power of
gratitude. Become a magnet for miracles.

HONOURING YOUR TRUE SELF
– living your truth through mindfulness
ISBN 978-0-9943120-2-0

Honouring your true self is filled with tender wisdom and
practical advice for understanding yourself and your value
to the world. Discover your individual truth.

22

YOUR HIGHER PURPOSE
– living into your ambition
ISBN 978-0-9944354-6-0

Life-changing insights to support your
discovery. What is your true path? How do
you find it? Our wish is that everyone who
has a passion for personal transformation
reads this little book, one that they will read
again and again into the future.

DAILY BLESSINGS
– living a thankful life
ISBN 978-0-9944354-7-7

Even the smallest of things can mean the
most, we all have those moments when
we just ‘get’ the power of observation.
Daily blessings is filled with insights and
encouragement to live a transformed and
grateful life.

LIVING IN JOY

– living a life of delight
ISBN 978-0-9944354-8-4

Living in joy is highly recommended for those
low moments in life and when we struggle
with change. It provides the seeds to enable
each person to bloom when their time is right.
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BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS
C’EST LA VIE

– this is life: a journey through France

RRP A$24.95
RRP NZ$24.95
(185 x 185 mm) 144 pages, hard cover.
ISBN 978-0-9872577-8-9

Embark on a personal journey through the iconic
countryside, villages and grand cities of France. C’est la
vie is a visual feast for the soul, where every step upon a
bridge, a square or a street recalls a great historical past.
Featuring stunning images by Parisian photographer Michel
Fraile, this book is everything that is elegant, wise, calm and
synonymous with beauty. Appreciez! (Enjoy!)

VIVA LA VIDA

– enjoy life! a journey through Spain

RRP A$24.95
RRP NZ$24.95
(185 x 185 mm) 144 pages, hard cover.
ISBN 978-0-9944354-2-2

A love of Spain sits deeply in the heart of travellers. It is a
country of history, romance, artistic inspiration, celebrations
and unrivalled passion. Featuring evocative images by
acclaimed photographer Michel Fraile, Viva la vida takes
readers on a personal journey through the stunning
Spanish countryside and cities.
Aventura espera! (Adventure awaits!)
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GIRLFRIENDS

– an unbreakable bond

RRP A$24.95
RRP NZ$24.95
(185 x 185 mm) 144 pages, hard cover with foil and
deboss details, removable bookmark.
ISBN 978-0-9943120-4-4

This joyous book is one of our most popular.
Girlfriends – an un breakable bond celebrates the
beautiful connection of friendship. Featuring warm,
loving and thoughtful messages that affirm that life
is better with girlfriends by your side.

PHILOSOPHY
RRP A$24.95
RRP NZ$24.95
(185 x 185 mm) 144 pages, embossed hard cover.
ISBN 978-0-9757703-0-6

With over 40,000 copies sold, Philosophy is a
perennial favourite. Offering comfort and grace,
with carefully chosen words and watercolour
illustrations by Australian artist Cate Edwards. The
perfect companion for life’s journey.
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BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS

Positively sustainable
Since our first greeting card was designed way back in 1988,
we have made a conscientious effort to be an environmentally and
culturally sustainable business. Achieving this is not as easy as it sounds.

1

All our cards, books and gift packs are printed using only recycled
or FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) paper and where possible
vegetable based dyes and inks.

2

We shred all of our paper and collect boxes and packaging from
other businesses in our area to reuse.

3

Over the last year, we have diverted over 300 kilos of soft plastics
from becoming landfill.

4
5
6
7

26

We installed an 8.3kW solar system on our roof six years ago,
which supplies most of our electricity needs.
We retrofitted our fluoro lights with new energy efficient
LED tubes, saving over 60% of energy use.
We compost all our coffee, tea and food scraps for our garden,
diverting extra waste from landfill.
Affirmations is a carbon neutral business.

STATIONERY

Gustave Flaubert

27

STATIONERY

The art of writing
is the art of
discovering
what you
believe.

journals
NEW!

STATIONERY

JOURNALS
RRP A$16.95
RRP NZ$19.95
(148 x 190 mm) 132 pages, soft cover, foil.

Four fabulous journals. Four unique topics. Four
fantastic reasons to create a keepsake of memories
to keep forever. Express yourself. Get excited. Write
notes, stories, poems, recipes and your favourite
quotations.

SOULFUL JOURNAL
PARIS JOURNAL
EAT JOURNAL
SEA SIDE JOURNAL

28

NEW

Journals

STATIONERY

Record your inner-most yearnings. Write reminders and
phone numbers. Bend the corners of the pages, live in these
journals. Take them on planes and trains. Use coloured pens,
ink and paint. Beautiful and inspiring, each journal includes
powerful affirmations and imagery.

NEW
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CALENDAR AND DATEd products

STATIONERY

EVERLASTING CALENDAR ILLUSTRATED BY CATE EDWARDS
RRP A$14.95
RRP NZ$16.95
(125 x 280 mm) 14 pages. Spiral bound, perpetual calendar.
Featuring lavish illustrations by Australian artist Cate Edwards
and intuitive quotations for living a joyful year. Record and
celebrate memorable dates with friends and family.

BIRTHDAYS ANNIVERSARIES CELEBRATIONS
RRP A$9.95
RRP NZ$12.95
(115 x 115 mm) 144 pages.
ISBN 978-0-9872577-7-2

Designed with exquisitely detailed art from Cate Edwards
and meaningful affirmations and proverbs. Enjoy
recording your loved one’s birthdays, anniversaries and
celebrations. Be sure to never miss all-important dates
with this beautifully illustrated book!
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REFRESHED
DESIGN!

GIFTS

GIFTS

For it is
in giving
that we
receive.
Francis of Assisi
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GIFTS

TINY TREASURES
NEW!

TO SAY HELLO

HIP HIP HOORAY

THANK YOU

BABY LOVE

FOR MY FRIEND

WONDER

LOVE YOU

HAPPY TRAVELS

LOVE & LIGHT

DEAR BESTIE

JUST RELAX

CHEERS!

D613

D617

D621
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D614

D618

D622

D615

D619

D623

D616

D620

D624

TINY TREASURES
NEW!
TINY TREASURES
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$6.50

TINY
TREASURES

3D shadow box diorama. 42 x 57 x 20 mm (W x H x D).
Coloured Foil details on box sleeve cover.
'Delightful’, ‘playful’, ‘joyous’, 'cute', 'quirky', 'the perfect gift' and
‘gorgeous’ are just some of the words that have been used to describe
Affirmations’ new collection of Tiny Treasures.

BIG

SELLERS!

WONDER

D618

DEAR BESTIE

D622

GIFTS

Featuring a gathering of playfully illustrated characters, these delightful
wonders are the perfect gift for anyone looking for some inspiration, a
reminder, a laugh, a cuddle, a memory or a message of love.

JUST RELAX

D623
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TINY TREASURES
TINY TREASURES
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$6.50

Meaningful messages in miniature form to feed the heart,
mind, body and soul. The stunning outer sleeve slides off to
reveal a beautifully designed 3D story in a box.
Each Tiny Treasure box contains a unique uplifting message
- the perfect gift to show your appreciation and care for the
people you love.

3D shadow box diorama.
42 x 57 x 20 mm (W x H x D).
Gold foil details on box sleeve cover.

REFRESHED
DESIGN!

GRATITUDE
GIFTS

D601

POSITIVITY
D602

INSPIRATION
D603

STRENGTH
D604

COMFORT
D605

LOVE
D606

ANGEL WISHES
D607

FRIENDSHIP

D601

D602

D603

D604

D605

D606

D608

GOOD LUCK
D609

MOTIVATION
D610

CELEBRATION
D611

CARE
D612
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TINY TREASURES
TINY TREASURES DISPLAY BOX
Put your Tiny Treasures under the spotlight with this
gorgeous display case.

Display case is FREE with initial purchase of 12 Tiny Treasure packs.

GIFTS

TINY
TREASURES

BIG

SELLERS!

D607

D608

D609

D610

D611

D612
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LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
NEW!
LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
RRP A$14.95
RRP NZ$19.95

Who better than to offer awesome pearls of wisdom,
unique quotations, happy reminders and soothing snippets
than our friends from the animal kingdom.
Starring fair dinkum Aussie originals, laid back lemurs
and dancing dolphins, these delightfully delicious offerings
are the perfect gift. Featuring uplifting affirmations and
incredible wildlife photography, these Little Affirmations
will inspire your every day in the cutest possible way.

(60 x 80 mm) Gift set of 24 cards
in a variety of themes.

AWESOME AUSSIES DAA

GIFTS

NEW

Little Affirmations

AWESOME

AUSSIES

24 unique quotations
from the land down under

RELAX DRE

NEW
Little Affirmations

some Aussies Box LID.indd 1

19/07/2017 10:17 AM

RELAX

24 soothing snippets
for a laid-back life
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To be yourself in a world
that is constantly trying
to make you something
else is the greatest
accomplishment.

NEW

FAIR DINKUM ORIGINALS DFD
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GIFTS

Ralph Waldo Emerson

LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
RRP A$14.95
RRP NZ$19.95
(60 x 80 mm) Gift set of 24 cards in a variety of themes.

GIFTS

KITTEN TALES DKT

PUPPY LOVE DPU

NEW

DAILY DOLPHINS DDD

Little Affirmations

daily

dolphins

24 happy reminders
to encourage a life of joy
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LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
Keep these colourful boxed gift sets on your desk or
bedside table and discover a new quote each day.
Our range of Little Affirmations animal themed gift
boxes feature wonderful observations on life from
our furry friends.

BRIGHT BUNNIES DBU

GIFTS

EVERY DOG HAS ITS DAY DOG

HORSE SENSE DHO
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LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
RRP A$14.95
RRP NZ$19.95
(60 x 80 mm) Gift set of 24 cards in a variety of themes.

MONKEY BUSINESS DMO

GIFTS

SMALL STEPS DSS

WISE CATS DWC

WISE OLD OWLS DOW
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LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
NEW!
LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
RRP A$14.95
RRP NZ$19.95
(60 x 80 mm) Gift set of 24 cards in a
variety of themes.

Nothing makes you feel more refreshed than the ocean.
It’s our happy place, a family holiday destination, first love
blossoms and friendships begin here. Seas the Day and Good
Vibrations feature beautiful photography and sunny messages
that will refresh and inspire. Down by the sea you’ll find your
hidden treasures.

SEAS THE DAY DSD
NEW

GIFTS

GOOD VIBRATIONS DVI
NEW
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GIFTS

NEW

MIRACLES HAPPEN DMI
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LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
RRP A$14.95
RRP NZ$19.95
(60 x 80 mm) Gift set of 24 cards in a variety of themes.

JEWELS OF WISDOM DJW

Our theme of Little Affirmations feature inspiring
photography from around the world, with uplifting
messages of enlightened guidance. Keep these
beautiful gift sets on your desk or bedside table and
discover a new quote each day.

WHISPERING ANGELS DAN

GIFTS

THOUGHTS OF THE BUDDHA DTB

REFRESHED
DESIGN!

THOUGHTS OF RUMI DRU
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LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
ILLUSTRATED BY CATE EDWARDS
RRP A$14.95
RRP NZ$19.95

Featuring the unique artwork of Australian artist
Cate Edwards and uplifting quotations for daily
inspiration. Keep these beautiful, boxed gift sets
close and discover a new quote each day.

(60 x 80 mm) Gift set of 24 cards in a variety of themes.

GIFTS

DESIDERATA DDE

iderata-top-lid.indd 1

FRIENDSHIP DFR

Little Affirmations

Little Affirmations

desiderata

friendship

A poem of 24 quotations
to assist in living a fulfilling life

24 heartfelt quotations
celebrating friends

INSPIRATION DINS

5/08/2016 10:39 LA_Friendship
AM
Box LID.indd 1

REASONS TO BE JOYFUL DRJ

Little Affirmations

Little Affirmations

reasons to be

inspiration

joyful

24 thought-provoking
quotations
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_Inspiration Box LID.indd 1

5/08/2016 10:23 AM

24 happy messages
to enjoy life

5/08/2016 9:57 AM
LA_Reasons Box LID.indd 1

5/08/2016 10:05 AM

LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
RRP A$14.95
RRP NZ$19.95
(60 x 80 mm) Gift set of 24 cards in a variety of themes.

BELIEVE YOU CAN DBY

Featuring bright and uplifting contemporary designs,
these four Little Affirmations provide the perfect
daily inspiration to keep you centred. Keep these
beautiful, boxed gift sets close and discover a new
quote each day.

POSITIVE THOUGHTS DPT

GIFTS

DAILY TONIC DTT

INNER PEACE DIP
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BOXED SETS
NEW!
HAPPI CARDS
RRP A$19.95
RRP NZ$19.95
(46 x 66 mm) Gift set of 57. Small enough for your wallet,
big enough to change your belief system!

Written and designed by the wonderfully
talented Frances Mary Verbeek, Happi Cards
are a palm-sized deck of 57 cards, designed to
shift your perspective to a happy one and make
use of that limitless well of knowing we all have
inside.

GIFTS

Happi Cards provide an excellent excuse to
spend a precious five quiet minutes with yourself
each day, allowing you to plug back into the
source and recharge your soul batteries. Stick
your favourite card on the bathroom mirror, car
dashboard, in the wallet, or post to a friend.
Use Happi Cards for inspiration in any of life’s
situations.
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BOXED SETS
DESTINY CARDS IN COLOUR DCC
RRP A$12.95
RRP NZ$12.95
(95 x 30 mm) Pack of 56 virtue cards.
Destiny Cards are for guidance, information
and inspiration to make your journey through
life happier, more peaceful, productive and
now, more colourful.
The time-honoured Destiny Cards are back
with a beautiful new colour version. Featuring
everything you love about the original, this new
pack will show you the way with beautiful and
bright watercolour designs in indigo and lime.

GIFTS

DESTINY CARDS DC
RRP A$12.95
RRP NZ$12.95
(95 x 30 mm) Pack of 56 virtue cards.
Designed by Pierangelo Rogerson.

When you need advice on which way to turn,
just pick up a card and open your mind to a
new world of possibility. Destiny cards have
been changing lives, hearts and minds for the
past 30 years. Choose a card for a moment,
a day, or each week.
Your destiny awaits ...
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DAILY AFFIRMATIONS DDA

GIFTS

NEW

SOUL TO SOUL DSO
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BOXED SETS
INSIGHT BOXED PACKS
RRP A$19.95
RRP A$19.95

DIVINE GUIDANCE DVG

(110 x 110 mm) 56 divination cards. Gold foil details.

Every one of us is a powerful being, capable of
attracting the answers we seek to the many questions
in our lives. Use Divine Guidance to guide you on
your personal journey.

Our Insight boxed packs feature exquisite designs,
foil details and are the perfect guide for your
personal journey of self discovery.

DAILY AFFIRMATIONS DDA
Words by Kris Franken.

NEW

Change your life for the better. Be refreshed and
inspired with these beautiful Daily Affirmations.

GIFTS

Each card holds an original and positive mantra
to help you find purpose, contentment and joy.
They can be used as a part of a daily ritual, while
journaling, after meditation or to inspire group
conversations.

INSPIRE ME DME

Words by Joei Rainbow Love.
Have you appreciated your forward steps lately? Do
you laugh enough? Inspire me gently suggests how
to enjoy life’s precious moments. Calm your mind
and choose the message your inner self is seeking.

SOUL TO SOUL DSO
Words by Kris Franken.
Gentle and powerful conversation starters to guide
you to go a little deeper and encourage those
around you to do the same. Asking meaningful
questions can lead to wholehearted connections.
Perfect for heart-to-heart conversations for friendly
get-togethers. Simply skip the questions that aren’t
relevant right now and take your time with the ones
that interest you. Most of all, have fun!

THE POWER IS YOURS DMP

Words by Paula Finn.

We all have the power to create the life we want to
live. Look inside, discover your strength. Featuring
uplifting words of Paula Finn across 56 cards,
encouraging self-awareness and personal growth.
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BOOKMARKS
NEW!
BOOKMARKS – FRESH
RRP A$2.95
RRP NZ$2.95

NEW
RANGE!

(190 x 70 mm). Double sided, Pantone colours, foil details.

GIFTS

Colour someone’s world with sunshine every day with
this sparkling, radiant and deliciously fresh bookmark
range. Featuring contemporary messages of friendship,
love, happiness and joy.
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BF01

BF02

Love is you.

Shine bright like a
diamond.

BF03

BF04

BF05

BF06

BF07

You are a star.

Shine your light.

Hug someone
every day.

Wishes come true.

Happiness and
sunshine wishes.

BF08

BF09

BF10

BF11

BF12

The best is yet to
come.

Dream big.

Believe you can.

Never stop
believing.

Live in the
moment.

BOOKMARKS
BOOKMARKS – SIXTH SENSE
RRP A$2.95
RRP NZ$2.95
(190 x 70 mm). Double sided, foil details.
12 spiritual bookmarks with gorgeous gold foil details,
exquisite photography and messages to inspire the soul.
These bookmarks are part of a superb range and
feature stunning photography by the talented Drew
Hopper – one of Australia’s leading fine art, travel
and landscape photographers, winner of the 2015
ANZANG Nature Photographer Of The Year Award in
the Botanical category.

BA02
Be a light. Hold to
your truth within.

GIFTS

BA01
Be an opener of
doors.

BA03

BA04

BA05

BA06

BA07

What you seek is
seeking you.

All that you are arises
from your thoughts...

To share happiness
and to have done
something good...

Remember always
that you are just a
visitor here...

Do not mourn for the
past, nor worry about
the future...

BA08

BA09

BA10

BA11

BA12

You are not a drop in
the ocean. You are an
entire ocean...

Believe you have
untold strength and
courage.

Be kind to all
creatures. This is the
true religion.

Let us read and
let us dance...

Set your heart on
doing good. Do it over
and over again...
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Find the

products you love
GIFTS

at a store near you
affirmations.com.au/stockists
affirmations.co.nz/stockists

Over 2000 stores across
Australia & New Zealand
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GREETING CARDS

The brightest stars
are those who shine
for the benefit of
others.

GIFT BOOKS

GREETING CARDS
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GREETING CARDS
ANIMALS GREETING CARDS
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$5.95

M01

M02

Happy Birthday.
You’re absolutely adorable!

(115 x 160 mm) Printed message
inside, with a printed envelope.

M03

Happy Birthday.
May your day be purrfect.

GREETING CARDS

Happy Birthday to you
Happy Birthday to you
Happy Birthday Arh-Woooooooooooo!

NEW
RANGE!

M04

Happy Birthday. Close your eyes
and make a wish.

M07

Happy Birthday.
May your cup of life
always be overflowing.
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M05

Happy Birthday
to a complete original.

M08

To be old and wise you must
first be young and crazy.
Happy Birthday.

M06

Happy Birthday.
Did someone say cake?

M09

Happy Birthday.
Get your happy feet on and have
a flippin’ fabulous day!

GREETING CARDS
new!
Who let the dogs out and the cats, penguins, meerkats, lions, dolphins, and koalas? We
did, and we couldn’t be more excited. Nothing makes you feel more special, more loved
than an animal smiling back at you. It’s a universal thing, which is why these gorgeous,
funny, meaningful and utterly delightful cards will be your best gift companion in 2018.

M10

Happy Birthday to a
beautiful, cuddly creature.

M11

Dear Mum, thanks for always
being there for me.

M12

Go nuts. It’s your birthday!

GREETING CARDS

M13

It’s your birthday.
Have a ball!

M16

I’m so glad you’re here. It makes me
realise how beautiful my world is.

M14

From me to you with love.

M17

Hey! I just wanted to say
thank you.

M15

Together forever.

M18

If you have a crazy friend
you have everything.
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GREETING CARDS
ANIMALS GREETING CARDS
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$5.95

NEW
RANGE!

(115 x 160 mm) Printed message inside, with a printed envelope.

M19

M21

M20

Hoot hoot hooray. Owl
be thinking of you on this
special day!

Be your own kind
of superstar.

M22

Happy Birthday.
You’re a whole year
more adorable.

GREETING CARDS

Smile, sparkle, shine.
It’s your special day.

M23

Bestie. Sometimes I look at you and think
to myself, where did I find this weirdo?
But then I think, what would I do …

M26

Hey! I just wanted to say
Happy Birthday.
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M24

Some people make you laugh
a little louder, smile a little brighter,
and make your life a little better.

M27

Welcome to the world little one.

M25

With mirth and laughter
let old wrinkles come.

M28

Happy Birthday to the craziest individual
this side of anywhere.

FRESH GREETING CARDS
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$5.95

GREETING CARDS
new!

NEW
RANGE!

(115 x 160 mm) Blank inside, Pantone
colours, coloured foil details, with a plain
envelope.
Colour someone’s world with sunshine
every day with this sparkling, radiant and
deliciously fresh card range. Featuring
contemporary messages of friendship, love,
happiness and joy; these colourful cards
are the perfect match for any occasion.

F101

Happy Birthday xoxo.

F102

Time for cake.

GREETING CARDS

F103

May all your dreams
come true.

F107

Make a wish.

F104

Hugs...xoxo.

F108

OMG that’s a lot of candles!

F105

Cheers to you!

F109

Love is you.

F106

OMG it’s going to be
the best birthday ever.

F110

OK it’s your birthday
time to celebrate.
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GREETING CARDS
FRESH GREETING CARDS
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$5.95

F111

F112

Shine bright.

(115 x 160 mm) Blank inside,
Pantone colours, coloured foil details,
with a plain envelope.

F113

Welcome little one.

GREETING CARDS

You are my sunshine.

NEW
RANGE!

F114

Love you ever so much.

F117

May you find peace.
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F115

Sparkle sister.

F118

Hello lovely one.

F116

You are a star.

F119

Believe you can.

GREETING CARDS
new!
Colour someone’s world with sunshine every day with this sparkling, radiant and
deliciously fresh card range. Featuring contemporary messages of friendship, love,
happiness, and joy; these colourful cards are the perfect match for any occasion.

F120

Oh joy!

F121

The best is yet to come.

F122

Best friends for life.

GREETING CARDS

F123

Love joy smiles and you.

F126

Happiness and sunny wishes.

F124

Hip hip hooray.

F127

Todays the day we get to say
hooray!

F125

Happy happy day.

F128

Age is just a number NOT!
LOL happy birthday.
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GREETING CARDS
SIXTH SENSE GREETING CARDS
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$5.95
(115 x 160 mm) Blank inside, gold foil
details and edges, with a gold foiled envelope.
Spiritual greeting cards featuring
exquisite photography from around the
world and messages for all occasions.
FOIL
PRINTED
ENVELOPES

GREETING CARDS

REFRESHED
DESIGN!

A01

A03

A05

Goodbyes are only for those who love
with their eyes. Because, for those who
love with heart and soul...

My sister,
an irreplaceable
treasure.

Girlfriend. A friend is one to whom one
may pour out all the contents of one’s
heart, chaff and grain together...

REFRESHED
DESIGN!
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REFRESHED
DESIGN!

A06

A07

A08

Bless the moment, trust yourself,
and expect the best.

Sending love and light to you.
Breathe, believe, receive.

Thank you for our friendship.
Life is beautiful.

GREETING CARDS

A12

A14

A16

A17

What lies behind us and
what lies before us are tiny
matters compared to what
lies within us.

My wish for you is each and
every dream comes true.

The hand of the giver
is never empty.

Individually,
we are one drop.
Together we are an ocean.

REFRESHED
DESIGN!

GREETING CARDS

A21

A24

A25

Be the rainbow in the storms of life,
the evening beam that smiles
the clouds away.

Have confidence that you will
become exactly who you came to this
earth to be.

Believe in yourself. A bird sitting
on a tree is never afraid of the
branch breaking…

A26

A27

A28

May the sun bring you new
energy by day. May the moon
softly restore you by night…

Your life is now. Seize it and make it
amazing. Find your voice. Discover your
passion and pursue it…

You are what you think. All that you are
arises from your thoughts. With your
thoughts you make the world.
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GREETING CARDS
SIXTH SENSE GREETING CARDS
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$5.95

A29

A31

Friendship is a promise made in the
heart. Silent. Unwritten. Unbreakable by
distance. Unchangeable by time.

A32

Today marks the start of a brave
new future filled with all that your
dreams can hold.

GREETING CARDS

May your troubles be less and your
blessings be more: And nothing but
happiness come through the door.

A34

What you think, you become.
What you feel, you attract.
What you imagine, you create.

A37

When it hurts to look back
and you’re afraid to look
forward, just look beside you
and I will be there.
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A35

Twenty years from now you will be
more disappointed by the things you
didn’t do than by the ones you did…

A38

Today. Celebrate the joy,
the fantastic, the beautiful
and the divine. Cherish the
moments of gratitude…

A39

A36

My friend. Thinking of you and hoping
that all the happiness you’ve given to
others will return to bless you…

Believe. You have untold
strength and courage.
You have what it takes.
Never give up.

A40

Friend. Some people are so
special that once they enter
your life, it becomes richer
and fuller…

GREETING CARDS
(115 x 160 mm) Blank inside, gold foil
details and edges, with a gold foiled envelope.

A42

This is my wish for you.
Comfort on difficult days,
smiles when sadness
intrudes, rainbows…

Spiritual greeting cards featuring exquisite photography
from around the world and messages for all occasions.

A43

Gratitude. To laugh often and
much; To win the respect of
intelligent people and the
affection of children…

A44

Desiderata. Go placidly amid
the noise and haste, and
remember what peace there
may be in silence…

A46

You are my dawn, my light,
my afternoon. You are
my evening, my night, my
everything.…

GREETING CARDS

A48

Namasté. I honour the
place in you in which the
entire universe dwells…

A52

A49

Always remember where you
come from. To honour your
true self. That you have a
grateful heart…

Live your dreams. Be grateful.
Give love. Take chances.
Don’t wait for the perfect moment...

A53

A50

Thank you for nurturing me.
For making me laugh. For
wiping my tears away. For
being my rock…

You are a poet, an artist, a joker,
a misfit, a dreamer, a rebel, a lover,
a storyteller, a thinker…

A51

The best is yet to come.
Free your mind. Your future
starts today. Change your
perspective…

A54

Friends are the angels
that lift us up when our wings
have forgotten how to fly.
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GREETING CARDS
SIXTH SENSE GREETING CARDS
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$5.95

A55

My wish for you. A sunbeam to
warm you, a moonbeam to charm you,
a sheltering angel…

A56

This is your time. Discover your
passion and follow it. Be honest,
generous and kind.…

A57

Celebrate the joyful, silly, fabulous you.
Live the magic. Cherish the memories.
Embrace the moment. It’s your day…

NEW

GREETING CARDS

NEW

A58

Deep peace of the running wave to you.
Deep peace of the flowing air to you.
Deep peace of the quiet earth to you…

A59

NEW

A61

In all the skies, in all the world, there is
no brighter light than the star inside you.
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A60

Feeling blessed to have
a friend like you.

Trust yourself. Express yourself.
Empower yourself. You are woman.

NEW

A62

You are not a drop in the ocean.
You are the entire ocean in a drop.

NEW

A63

Live in the present,
launch yourself on every wave,
find your eternity in each moment.

GREETING CARDS
(115 x 160 mm) Blank inside, gold foil
details and edges, with a gold foiled envelope.

Spiritual greeting cards featuring exquisite photography
from around the world and messages for all occasions.

NEW

A64

Nothing beautiful in this world is ever
really lost, all things beloved…

NEW

A65

You are never alone
because you are always with me in my
heart.

NEW

NEW

A66

Go confidently in the direction of your
dreams. Live the life you’ve…

NEW

NEW

GREETING CARDS

A67

Honour the magic. Embrace the moment.
Celebrate life. This is your day.

A68

Do small things with great love.

NEW

A70

We all have the power to make wishes
come true as long as we keep believing.

A69

A limb has fallen from the family tree,
I keep hearing a voice that says,
“Grieve not for me.”

NEW

A71

May you always walk in sunshine.
May you never want for more. May angels
rest their wings right beside your door.

NEW

A72

Love. May your dreams take you
to the most special places your heart
has ever known.
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GREETING CARDS
IN THE RIGHT FRAME GREETING CARDS
RRP A$5.50
RRP NZ$5.95

R40

R154

R156

Nothing beautiful in this
world is ever really lost.
All things beloved live on in
our hearts forever.

There is only one
happiness in life, to love and
be loved.

Life is made up of little things
that people do for each other.

GREETING CARDS

R14
What lies behind us and
what lies before us are tiny
matters compared to what lies
within us.

R162

R168

R172

R173

The greatest gift is not
found in a store nor under a
tree, but in the hearts of
true friends.

The best things in life are not
things. The best things in life
are people like you.

The best things in life are the
people we love.

You make the day brighter
and leave a little sparkle
wherever you go.

R176

R177

R189

Side by side or miles apart, we are
sisters, connected by the heart.

There are lots of good friends, plenty
of old friends, but there are not many
good, old friends.

Once in a while,
right in the middle of an ordinary life,
love gives us a fairy tale.
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GREETING CARDS
(130 x 130 mm) Blank inside
with a white envelope.

Enter a world where the every day ordinary becomes
extraordinary. These messages of hope and caring
love make the perfect complement to any gift.

R191

R195

R197

Welcome to the world
little one, we’ve been waiting for you.

Kindness has magic in it.

Life is short, break the rules, forgive
quickly, kiss slowly, love truly,
laugh uncontrollably
and never forget…

GREETING CARDS

R199

Kindness in words creates confidence.
Kindness in thinking creates
profoundness. Kindness in
giving creates love.

R200

R207

Those we do not hold in our arms, we
can always hold in our hearts.

Tenderly may time heal your sorrow.
Softly may peace replace heartache.

REFRESHED
DESIGN!

R210

R212

R213

Take a deep meow and enjoy this
special day!

It’s your birthday,
let’s party!

Thinking of you…
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GREETING CARDS
IN THE RIGHT FRAME GREETING CARDS
RRP A$5.50
RRP NZ$5.95

R215

R218

She will fill your lives with sunshine…
and your hearts with love.

May your comfort be
in beautiful memories.

GREETING CARDS

R214
My world is brighter
and more beautiful
because of you.

R219
Welcome to noise
with dirt on it.

R221

R225

May your year shine bright,
like the candles
upon your cake.

Go confidently
in the direction of your dreams. Live the
life you’ve imagined.

REFRESHED
DESIGN!
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R226

R227

If you have crazy friends,
you have everything.

My world is bright and
beautiful because of you.

R231
Sending positive thoughts your way.

GREETING CARDS
(130 x 130 mm) Blank inside
with a white envelope.

Enter a world where the every day ordinary becomes
extraordinary. These messages of hope and caring
love make the perfect complement to any gift.

R232

R233

R234

There is no end to
shared adventure.

You are unique, beautiful and
wonderful. Keep being you.

Celebrate the fabulous, joyful,
silly you. It’s your day!

GREETING CARDS

R235

R236

Unlock your spirit, follow your heart and
embrace your wild side.

There is a space only you can fill.

R237
Hear blessings dropping their
blossoms around you.

R238

R239

R240

You are the finest, loveliest, tenderest,
and most beautiful person I have
ever known – and even that is an
understatement.

Comfort on difficult days.
Rainbows to follow the clouds. Beauty
for your eyes to see. Love to
complete your life.

If I could reach up and hold a star for
every time you’ve made me smile, the
entire evening sky would be in the
palm of my hand.
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GREETING CARDS
IN THE RIGHT FRAME GREETING CARDS
RRP A$5.50
RRP NZ$5.95

R242

R243

The tiniest things take up the biggest
space in your heart.

Without you my selfies would
be colourless.

GREETING CARDS

R241
Being with you, I smile more often, the
sun shines brighter, and life
is so much sweeter.

R244

R245

R246

A little thank you.

You are full of sparkle.
You are loving and kind.
You are real. You are you.
You are my Mum.

You are the most beautiful, amazing,
fabulous thing!
Let’s party.

R247

R248

R249

Woohoo. Blow the trumpet, beat the
drums, light the fireworks,
today is your day!

On this special day I wish you peace,
love, fun and friendship.

Happy Birthday. Today is all about cake,
champagne, some seriously fabulous…
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GREETING CARDS
(130 x 130 mm) Blank inside
with a white envelope.

Enter a world where the every day ordinary becomes
extraordinary. These messages of hope and caring
love make the perfect complement to any gift.

R250

R251

R252

You are my big, bright, happy world.
Thank you. I'm so grateful
you are in my life.

I love you
just the way you are.

Believe. Beyond this world and life,
we know there is someone
watching over us.

GREETING CARDS

R253

R254

R255

Always believe that something wonderful
is about to happen.

A wedding wish. May your love be
always blooming and infinite.

The heart is a thousand-stringed
instrument that can only
be tuned with love.

NEW

NEW

NEW

R256

R257

R258

On this beautiful day may everything
you hope for come true.

You’re the best.

Sending you happiness,
kisses and sunny wishes.
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GREETING CARDS
IN THE RIGHT FRAME GREETING CARDS
RRP A$5.50
RRP NZ$5.95

(130 x 130 mm) Blank inside
with a white envelope.

NEW

NEW

NEW

R259

R260

R261

The sun is shining more brightly today
to wish you a happy day.

May your life blossom and your most
cherished desires come true.

Sending you joy and happiness.
Love is coming your way.

GREETING CARDS

NEW

NEW

R262

R263

R264

Pop the cork, cue the fireworks,
it’s your special day.

It’s your day.
Happy Birthday.

Go nuts! This is your day in the sun.
May it be filled with good vibes
and happiness.

NEW
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NEW

NEW

NEW

R265

R266

R267

Make a wish!

Just in case you ever forget;
I am always thinking of you.

Age and glasses of wine
should never be counted.

TWIGsEEDS CoLLECTIoN
DWELL ON THE BEAUTY OF LIFE.
Watch the stars, and see yourself
running with them.
MARCUS AURELIUS

TWIGSEEDS
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Love your work Kate!

TWIGSEEDS

It’s been ten years since you first joined forces with
the Affirmations team. What has that been like?
It’s been a joy to work so closely with the
Affirmations family. It’s been ten years of
spreading our messages of hope and inspiration
and planting happy seeds together with many
laughs along the way.
When you hear the word 'affirmation' what comes
to mind?
Positivity, support, encouragement, inspiration,
motivation – a delicious combination of ingredients
to nurture the heart and soul.
Tell us a little about the 'Happy as a seagull with
a French fry' greeting card? Did you think the
response would be as big as it has been?
Humour pops up in the simplest of things. The
sheer entertainment of watching seagulls stalking
your seaside fish and chips makes me smile. The
sheepish glory and hasty retreat once that fry
has been seized amidst the noisy protestations of
the less fortunate flock is a delight to watch. It’s a
reminder to truly savour those small moments of
joy. It’s about feeling grateful.
2017 was a huge year for Twigseeds, what was
your highlight?
Launching our collection of Tiny Treasures was
a new creative development for Twigseeds. The
studio was abuzz with excitement seeing each one
come to life with their quirky combinations of tricks
and trims. They have been a huge success and lots
of fun in the process.
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Is it true we’ll be able to buy Twigseeds cards in
the United States?
I’m pleased to say, yes! Twigseeds will be launched
in the US in January 2018. It will be interesting to
watch how Twigseeds is received by our American
friends. I may need to brush up on my bald eagle
and bison drawing.
We loved the introduction of the flamingo into
your designs. What’s next?
Perhaps, all manner of odd flotation devices? The
flamingo was such fun to create. Now I’m heading
in a slightly different direction. The style I have
adopted of late is more fluid and free with soft
indigo hues and muted pinks.
What new products can we expect from the
Twigseeds nest in 2018?
A colourful collection of stationery, books, more
Tiny Treasures and a vibrant new collection of Little
Affirmations. 2018 is also the ten year anniversary
of 'It’s not always black and white' so there will be
a collector’s edition to celebrate this momentous
occasion.

TWIGsEEDS BooKS
IT ’S NOT ALWAYS BLACK AND WHITE
– A colourful take on life's grey areas

NEW BOOK

FORMAT

RRP A$24.95
RRP NZ$24.95
(185 x 185 mm) 172 pages, hard cover.
ISBN 978-0-9804060-2-3

Life isn’t always clear and simple, cut and dried,
open and shut, nor straight up and down. Designed
and illustrated by Kate Knapp, It’s not always black
and white shines some light on some of life’s dark
dilemmas! With quirky and insightful illustrations
that remind us to smile and appreciate the exquisite
simplicity of life. One of our best selling books.

TWIGSEEDS COLLECTION
– Pencil, ink, watercolour & magic

FORMAT

TWIGSEEDS

RRP A$24.95
RRP NZ$24.95

NEW BOOK

ISBN 978-0-9943120-3-7

(185 x 185 mm) 144 pages, hard cover. Foil details.
Enter the enchanting and whimsical world of celebrated
Australian artist Kate Knapp. Her delicate brush strokes
bring a curious collection of colourful characters to life for
your amusement and inspiration.
The Twigseeds Collection – Pencil, ink, watercolour & magic
has been transformed into a beautiful new square edition.
Featuring the artwork you know and love brought together
in this beautiful hardcover book.
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TWIGsEEDS BooKS
LITTLE BOOKS - TWIGSEEDS
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$6.95
(85 x 95 mm) 24 pages, soft cover, foil details.
These eight sweet, humorous and poignant Little Books
are the latest innovation from the Twigseeds studio.
There is no need to sell the brilliance of Kate Knapp and
her imaginative world. It is simply spell-binding.

TWIGSEEDS

BLESSINGS ISBN 978-0-9944355-9-0
CELEBRATION ISBN 978-0-6480755-0-9
FRIENDSHIP ISBN 978-0-6480755-1-6
HUGS ISBN 978-0-6480755-2-3
JOURNEYS ISBN 978-0-6480755-3-0
LOVE ISBN 978-0-6480755-5-4
SMILES ISBN 978-0-6480755-6-1
WISDOM ISBN 978-0-6480755-4-7
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TWIGsEEDS BooKS

TWIGSEEDS
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tHE sECRET OF H�PPINESS

IS NOT IN DOING WHAT ONE �IKES,
BUT IN �IKING WHAT ONE DOES.

TWIGSEEDS

J.M. BARRIE
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TWIGsEEDS GIFTS
LITTLE AFFIRMATIONS
RRP A$14.95
RRP NZ$19.95
(60 x 80 mm) Gift set of 24 cards in a variety of themes.

HOPE DHP
Have high hopes.
Guaranteed to foster
aspiration and ambition.
24 wishing quotations.

Adorable is an understatement for these gorgeous
little packs. These enlightened little beings will bring
light and love to any gift-giving event. Positively
Twigseeds. Choose one as a theme for your day
and let them work their magic on you and your
customers.

JOY DJO

The greatest pleasure
and jubilation will flow
after perusing these 24
delightful quotations.
Perfect happiness.

TWIGSEEDS

LOVE DLO

This little pack of love
will foster affection and
fondness. 24 deliciously
warming quotations.

SUNSHINE DSU

Relax and bliss out in
the sunshine. Gleeful
and smile inducing. 24
sparkling quotations.
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JOY DT701

MAGIC DT702

ADVENTURE DT703

SUNSHINE DT704

TWIGsEEDS GIFTS
TINY TREASURES - TWIGSEEDS
RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$6.50

These treasures may be tiny, but they make a huge
impact. Starring the cute and colourful Twigseeds
characters, they are sure to uplift and inspire with
messages suitable for all occasions and all ages.

3D shadow box diorama. 42 x 57 x 20 mm (W x H x D).
Foil details on box sleeve cover.

LOVE DT706

CELEBRATION DT707

DISCOVERY DT708

FRIENDSHIP DT709

INSPIRATION DT710

PEACE DT711

HIP HIP HOORAY DT712

TWIGSEEDS

HOPE DT705
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TWIGsEEDS GIFTS
BooKMARKS - TWIGSEEDS
RRP A$2.95
RRP NZ$2.95
(190 x 70 mm). Double sided, foil details, die-cut, ribbon.
Gorgeous colourful designs to mark your favourite
book pages. Including extra design features such as
foil, ribbon, cute die-cut shape and full colour
on both sides!

BK13

TWIGSEEDS

The sky was lit
by the splendour
of the moon...

BK14
Be yourself.
Your poem.

BK15

BK16

BK17

BK18

BK19

Hear blessings
dropping their
blossoms around you.

#Face #book
#heaven.

Flowers are nature’s
prettiest smiles.

Swim your own way!

Music in the soul can
be heard by
the whole universe.

BK20

BK21

BK22

BK23

BK24

Books are my
transport,
story my journey.

A pencil and
imagination can lead
you anywhere…

When I let go of what
I am, I become what I
might be.

Don’t count your
chickens when one is
hiding!

Pay attention,
unless you are
daydreaming.
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TWIGsEEDS STATIONERY

TWIGSEEDS

TWIGSEEDS 2019 DIARY
RRP A$24.95
RRP NZ$29.95
(148 x 190 mm) 160 pages, hard cover. Ribbon marker, bookmark, spot varnish and foil.
The Twigseeds Diary is fast becoming a cult classic. The beautifully crafted
2019 edition makes planning your life a joyful experience thanks to
inspirational quotations and Kate’s stunning illustrations.
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TWIGsEEDS STATIONERY
TWIGSEEDS POCKET NOTEBOOKS
RRP A$4.95
RRP NZ$4.95
(100 x 135 mm) 48 pages, soft cover.
Foil details on cover. Lined pages inside.
Take a note and prepare for these six outrageously cute pocket
notebooks featuring the art of Kate Knapp. The perfect size
to carry with you wherever you go, the Twigseeds Pocket
Notebooks are the ideal travelling companion for ideas,
musings and notes on the go!

Twig Notebook 2

Twig Notebook 3

MEDITATION

BALANCING ACT

GO WITH THE FLOW

Twig Notebook 4

Twig Notebook 5

Twig Notebook 6

TAKE NOTE

SOUL AND THE SEA

TAKE FLIGHT

TWIGSEEDS

Twig Notebook 1
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TWIGsEEDS STATIONERY
TWIGSEEDS NOTEBOOKS
RRP A$8.95
RRP NZ$9.95
(151 x 203 mm) 64 pages, soft cover. Foil details on cover.
Write, illustrate, affirm, create. It’s your life and
these notebooks are your companions in the world.
Unleash your inner flamingo. Reach for your own
star. Do what you love. Simply adorable!

LINE D
PA P E R E
INSI D

TWIGSEEDS

LINE D
PA P E R E
INSI D

B l a n kE
INSI D

Twig Notebook 1

FLAMINGO
Twig Notebook 2

ANGEL BIRD
Twig Notebook 3

PAINT BIRDS
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TWIGsEEDS STATIONERY
TWIGSEEDS GUEST BOOK
RRP A$29.95
RRP NZ$34.95
(215 x 155 mm) 172 pages. Hard cover.
Delighted guests will flock to write their heartfelt
messages, chirp a happy hello or tweet a rapturous
review. Enter the magical world of Twigseeds where
parades of curious characters leap, bounce and
wing their way into your imagination!

TWIGSEEDS ADDRESS BOOK
RRP A$24.95
RRP NZ$29.95
(148 x 190 mm) 120 pages, hard cover. Spot varnish and foil.
This keepsake address book features thought-provoking
quotations and adorable art. Back by popular demand,
this address book is a proven best-selling product.

TWIGSEEDS

TWIGSEEDS
EVERLASTING CALENDAR
RRP A$14.95
RRP NZ$16.95
(125 x 280 mm) 14 pages. Spiral bound,
perpetual calendar.
A beautifully illustrated collection of
Kate Knapp’s favourite friends. Have
fun as you record the birthdays and
anniversaries of your kindred spirits.
With quivering whiskers and wagging
tails, the vivacious characters inside
share their wisdom with you each day,
all year round.
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TWIGsEEDS GREETING CARDS
TWIGSEEDS GREETING CARDS

(130 x 130 mm) Blank inside
with a coloured envelope.

RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$5.95

K29

K30

K35

A star danced, and under that
you were born.

They are not stars but
glittering souls, sending light
and love from the
heavens above.

To the world you are
someone, but to someone you
are the world.

TWIGSEEDS

K27
When I count my blessings,
I count you twice.
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K37

K39

K47

K54

I love you with a
thousand hearts.

Family ties are precious
threads, no matter where we
roam. They draw us close to
those we love and pull our
hearts toward home.

Happy Birthday.

Thinking of you.

K58

K61

K105

K111

Thank you very much.

Go confidently in the direction
of your dreams. Live the life
you’ve imagined.

No one in the entire world
can do a better job at being
you than you.

Happy Birthday. You are only
young once ... but you can be
immature for a lifetime!

TWIGsEEDS GREETING CARDS
These best-selling greeting cards include a splendid collection of
messages told through the whimsical and joyful Twigseeds characters.
Designed to uplift the human spirit, these cards are sure to touch hearts.

K132
Many people walk in and
out of your life, but only true
friends will leave footprints in
your heart.

K146

K152
Happy Birthday.
Follow your own star.

K144

K145

Happy Birthday. Shake, rattle
and roll from your soles to
your soul!

May your day be filled with
blessings like the sun that
lights the sky and may you
always have the courage to
spread your wings and fly.

K149

K150

K151

Happy Birthday.
Be gorgeous. Shine brightly.
Vibrate love.

Happy Birthday. May you be
as happy as a seagull with a
french fry.

Happy birthday. May your
tea leaves be filled with good
fortune, love and luck.

K153

K154

K155

To be a star, you must shine
your own light, follow your
own path, and don’t worry
about the darkness for that is
when stars shine brightest.

Happy Birthday. Hope you
have a whale of a time!

Thank you. What a blessing it
is to have a friend.
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Death leaves a heartache that
no one can heal, love leaves
a memory no one can steal.

K143
Happy Birthday. Flock up and
have a bunch of fun.

TWIGsEEDS GREETING CARDS
TWIGSEEDS GREETING CARDS

(130 x 130 mm) Blank inside
with a coloured envelope.

TWIGSEEDS

RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$5.95

K156

K158

K159

K160

Love.

Love knows not its own depth
until the hour of separation.

Happy Birthday. Life is a gift
we’re given each day. Dream
about tomorrow but live for
today.

Some people are so much
sunshine to the square inch.

K161

K162

K166

K167

Just a small note.

Thanks a (big beautiful)
bunch!

Measure your days in
moments, not minutes.

Life’s truest happiness is found
in friendships we make along
the way.

K168

K169

K17O

K172

A house is built with boards
and beams, a home is built
with love and dreams.

Wedding. Congratulations.
Love is a binding force, by
which another is joined to me
and cherished by myself.

Happy birthday. May you be
as happy as a seagull with a
french fry.

Wedding. Congratulations. To
have and to hold each other’s
hearts today, tomorrow and
always.
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TWIGsEEDS GREETING CARDS
These best-selling greeting cards include a splendid collection of
messages told through the whimsical and joyful Twigseeds characters.
Designed to uplift the human spirit, these cards are sure to touch hearts.

K173

K174

K175

K176

Engagement. Give all to love;
obey thy heart.

Get well soon.

May you live all the days of
your life.

Among true friends there is no
such thing as dirty laundry.

K178

K181

Happy Birthday you
gorgeous creature!

You are the apple of my eye.

K182

K183

K184

With freedom, books, flowers and
the moon, who could not be happy?

Just when the caterpillar thought
the world was over, it became a
butterfly.

You’re fabulous!

TWIGSEEDS

K177
It is scientifically proven that people
who have more birthdays live
longer. Happy Birthday once again!
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TWIGsEEDS GREETING CARDS
TWIGSEEDS GREETING CARDS

(130 x 130 mm) Blank inside
with a coloured envelope.

TWIGSEEDS

RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$5.95

K185

K186

K187

Just quietly… Happy Birthday

Everyone is special. Everyone wears
an invisible crown.

Happy Birthday to a top bird!

K188

K189

K190

Happy Birthday. Expect wonderful
things to happen.

Happy Birthday. Eat. Sleep.
Be Happy. Repeat.

Happy Birthday.
Let the fun begin!
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K191

K192

K193

K194

The littlest feet make
the biggest footprints in
our hearts.

Hearts knitted together
with love can never be
pulled apart.

You are quite the rara avis.
Noun: rarity, rare person,
rare bird, wonder, marvel,
nonpareil, one-off,
one of a kind, a find.

Magic is believing in yourself.
If you can do that, you can
make anything happen.

TWIGsEEDS GREETING CARDS
These best-selling greeting cards include a splendid collection of
messages told through the whimsical and joyful Twigseeds characters.
Designed to uplift the human spirit, these cards are sure to touch hearts.

K195

K196

K197

Eat, play, love.

If life were a movie, you’d be
the star.

Happy Birthday. Music in the soul
can be heard by the universe.

K199

K200

Happy Birthday. May your pockets
be filled with falling stars, and all
your wishes come true.

You are like a big warm hug.

TWIGSEEDS

K198
There is no better friend than
a sister. And there is no better
sister than you.

K201

K202

K203

K204

Happy Birthday.
Here’s to another trip around
the sun … have fun!

Happy Birthday.
You are ageing like a fine
wine … getting complex
and fruity!

This is my wish for you …
Comfort on difficult days,
smiles when sadness intrudes,
rainbows to follow the
clouds …

Friends are the sunshine
of life.
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TWIGsEEDS GREETING CARDS
TWIGSEEDS GREETING CARDS

(130 x 130 mm) Blank inside
with a coloured envelope.

RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$5.95

K206

K207

Life is for deep kisses, strange
adventures, midnight swims and
rambling conversations.

Dwell on the beauty of life.
Watch the stars, and see yourself
running with them.

TWIGSEEDS

K205
Always remember, you are loved.

K208

K209

K211

Thank you berry much!

Happy Birthday. The older the fiddle
the sweeter the tune.

There is no love sincerer than
the love of food.

K212

K213

K214

K215

Love (and pink lemonade)
is all we really need.

Life is too important to be
taken seriously.

Twinkle, twinkle,
you’re a star!

Congratulations.
Welcome little star of the
universe.
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TWIGsEEDS GREETING CARDS
These best-selling greeting cards include a splendid collection of
messages told through the whimsical and joyful Twigseeds characters.
Designed to uplift the human spirit, these cards are sure to touch hearts.

K216

K217

K218

May your pockets be heavy and
your heart be light. May good luck
pursue you each morning and night.

Those we do not hold in our arms,
we can always hold in our hearts.

Our friendship is like a cup of tea...
a special blend of you and me.

K220

K221

XOXO

Happy Birthday.
You are oarsome!

How wonderful that no one need
wait a single moment ... to improve
the world.

K222

K223

K224

K225

Nobody has ever measured,
not even poets, how much the
heart can hold.

Thank you.

Congratulations.
May you love happily
ever after.

You're a good egg.
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K219

TWIGsEEDS GREETING CARDS
(130 x 130 mm) Blank inside
with a coloured envelope.

TWIGSEEDS GREETING CARDS

TWIGSEEDS

RRP A$5.95
RRP NZ$5.95

K226

K227

K228

Thank you.

Here you are our
little star, always know how loved you
are.

Blessings.

K229

K230

K231

Hip-hip hooray!

Happy Birthday.
May all your wishes come true!

You…
bring me the
sunset in a cup.

K232
For my Dad.
If I have seen further it is by standing on
the shoulders…
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K233

Happy Birthday!
Have a pink flamingo on me!

K234

We are all wanderers on the Earth – our
hearts are full of wonder and our…

TWIGsEEDS GREETING CARDS
These best-selling greeting cards include a splendid collection of
messages told through the whimsical and joyful Twigseeds characters.
Designed to uplift the human spirit, these cards are sure to touch hearts.

K235

K236

K237

May flowers
always line your path and sunshine light
your day…

Sometimes, simply by sitting,
the soul collects wisdom.

For my Mum.
All love begins here.

K239

K240

Do one thing that scares
the shark out of you!

May all your dreams come true. May
every star of every night bring love
and…

K241

K242

K243

Live in the sunshine, swim the sea,
drink the wild air.

Love is love.

Wherever you go,
go with all your heart.
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K238
Everybody needs beauty as well as
bread, places to play in and pray in…

TWIGsEEDS GIFT TAGS
TWIGSEEDS IT ’S NOT ALWAYS BLACK AND WHITE GIF T TAGS
RRP A$2.95
RRP NZ$2.95
PRINTED
ENVELOPES

T01

T02

T03

Congratulations to
a couple of lovebirds.

Congratulations
1 + 1 = Love.

Congratulations on your
twinkly little star.

T05

T06

Happy birthday to a complete original.

May you hop, skip and jump through the
year with love, good health and luck ...

TWIGSEEDS

T04
Congratulations.
Every child begins the world again.

T07

T08

T09

Have a blooming marvellous birthday!

Happy birthday mon petit!

Happy birthday. May your day be filled
with colour and light.

T10
Hip hip hooray!
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T11

T12

Sending you lots of love.

Love & hugs.

TWIGsEEDS GIFT TAGS
(85 x 85 mm) Blank inside with a printed
envelope, sealed in a clear recycled bag.

Gift tags with selections from the much-loved book It’s not always
black and white. There’s something for everyone and each gift tag
comes with a matching printed envelope.

T13

T14

T15

Just wanted to say thank you.

You’re a star! Thank you.

Thank you.

T16

T17

T18

Get well soon*
*or even sooner.

Let your feathers fly!

Keep your beak up.

TWIGSEEDS

T19

T20

T21

I am richer in one moment with my
friends than I would be with ...

Miss you already.

Sprinkling silliness.

T22

T23

T24

A little message from me to you.

Good friends never weary.

I am with you always.
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TWIGsEEDS GIFT TAGS
TWIGSEEDS GIF T TAGS
RRP A$2.95
RRP NZ$2.95
(60 x 85 mm) Blank inside with a printed
envelope, sealed in a clear recycled bag.
Show someone you care with a Twigseeds
gift tag celebrating friendship, love and
happiness. Cute illustrations with short
and sweet messages of love. The perfect
addition to a thoughtful gift.

PRINTED
ENVELOPES
5 COLOURS

T325
If friends were flowers.
I’d pick you.

T327

T328

T329

T330

With love.

Lots and lots of love.

Happy birthday.
Expect wonderful things
to happen.

Happy birthday
to a great bird!

TWIGSEEDS

T326
Just a small note to say a
big thank you.

T331

T332

T333

T334

T335

Happy birthday. Flowers
bloomed on the day you
were born.

Happy birthday.
Permission to act
whatever age you like!

Thank you.
You’re a good egg.

It’s your birthday.
Shake your feathers!

From me to you with love.
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T336

T337

T338

T339

T340

You’re a star!

It’s your birthday.
#Relax.

With love. You make my
brights brighter and my
darks fade away.

Happy birthday.
#Face #book #heaven.

Happy birthday. Wishing
you an ocean full of love
and luck.

Ruby Red Shoes Collection

Friends...
they cherish one another’s hopes.
They are kind to one another’s dreams.
HENRY DAVID THOREAU

RUBY RED SHOES
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Ruby Red Shoes Collection

A very aware hare
She’s here; she’s there, she’s been pretty much
everywhere. Over the last few years, Ruby Red Shoes
has become one of the world’s most travelled, and
dare we say famous hares. Her travelling companion
Kate Knapp shares her adventures, her hopes and
occasionally her shoes as they travel the globe
looking for new ideas and the perfect peppermint tea.
Life is anything but dull for this globetrotting team.
Ruby is loved by people from all walks of life
and all ages. What’s her secret?
Ruby resonates with our innermost yearnings for
traditional values and simple living. She is kind,
honest and considerate and genuinely respects
and treasures the world around her – especially
her chickens. She takes us back to the innocence
that is often forgotten in today’s world.
Ruby had a huge overseas tour in 2017.
What was her highlight?

RUBY RED SHOES

Ruby jetted overseas on Hare Air in May. She
danced in wildflowers, mingled with mystical
statues and tumbled into a packet of Wasa Sea
Salt Crackers in Salzburg. She broke down
language barriers with a chirpy chook and a
happy cow herd in Bavaria. She had many a
Frauline Maria moment dressed in a dirndl with
edelweiss in her 'hair'. Then promptly popped
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over the Channel to have tea with the Queen.
All in all, it was a happy holiday for our lovely
aware hare.
Ruby’s notebooks look gorgeous. What do you
use notebooks for?
Personally, I have a plethora of notebooks all
active at the same time. There are scribbles,
ponderings, ideas, dreams and a little bit of
magic in the mix.
Is it true Ruby is hard at work behind the scenes
working on her next career move?
There are many developments in Ruby’s world.
Don’t be surprised if her audience expands into
other age brackets in the next few years. She’s
a very industrious hare with important messages
to share.

Ruby Red Shoes Books
Ruby Red Shoes Story Treasury
RRP A$49.95
RRP NZ$55.00
(230 x 163 mm) three-book collection.
Gorgeous deluxe slipcase.
ISBN 978-1-4607543-2-0

The perfect gift for any occasion – the best-selling and muchloved Ruby Red Shoes series is now available in a gorgeous
three-book slipcase!
Featuring the three adventures of everyone's favourite hare,
Ruby Red Shoes, Ruby Red Shoes goes to Paris and Ruby Red
Shoes goes to London, the Story Treasury is the ideal Christmas
gift for every Ruby fan.

Ruby Red Shoes Picture Books
RRP A$19.95
RRP NZ$24.95

(235 x 170 mm) 56 pages, hard cover.
Ruby Red Shoes is a white hare who lives in a colourful
caravan with her grandmother Babushka Galina
Galushka. Babushka encourages Ruby to be an aware
hare and to be gentle, kind and caring for all living
things. Ruby is particularly fond of strawberry jam and
peppermint tea. She also rather likes red shoes. Shortlisted
for the 2013 Children’s Book Council of Australia Crichton
Award for Children’s Book Illustration!

RUBY RED SHOES

RUBY RED SHOES

ISBN 978-0-7322936-2-8

RUBY RED SHOES GOES TO PARIS
ISBN 978-0-7322976-1-9

RUBY RED SHOES GOES TO LONDON
ISBN 978-0-7322976-2-6
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Ruby Red Shoes Stationery
Ruby Red Shoes Notebooks
RRP A$8.95
RRP NZ$9.95
(151 x 203 mm) 64 pages, soft cover.
Foil details on cover. Lined pages inside.
Ruby is a dreamer. She dreams big and
often. She can’t help but stir your inner
hare to write, muse and note those big
ideas! A million memories held within
these delightful pages. Your memories,
your inspiration.

L I N E DR
PA P E E
INSI D

L I N E DR
PA P E E
INSI D

RUBY RED SHOES

L I N E DR
PA P E E
INSI D

Ruby Notebook 1

DREAMS
Ruby Notebook 2

ADVENTURES
Ruby Notebook 3

IDEAS
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Ruby Red Shoes Doll
Ruby Red Shoes Doll
RRP A$49.95
RRP NZ$49.95
Size: 40 cm (ear to toe).
Everyone’s favourite aware hare is even more enchanting and beautiful in real
life than she is on paper. The Ruby Red Shoes doll was designed in Australia by
Twigseeds’ Kate Knapp.
This Ruby doll is a 100% organic plush cotton delight made in a Fair Trade
factory. Irresistible to the young, and the young at heart alike, Ruby is the
perfect complement to Kate’s incredibly beautiful and popular
Ruby Red Shoes cards and books, and is destined
to be a cuddle-tastic best seller.

RUBY RED SHOES
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Ruby Red Shoes Greeting Cards
RUBY RED SHOES GREETING CARDS
RRP A$5.95 RRP NZ$6.50
(140 x 108 mm) Blank inside with a printed envelope, sealed in a clear
recycled bag.

PRINTED
ENVELOPES

Ruby Red Shoes loves sending messages of love, friendship
and birthday wishes to all her friends. Created by
Kate Knapp from her best-selling Ruby Red Shoes children’s
books, these gorgeous cards are perfect for any occasion.
(For more information on the books see page 103).

L01

L02

L03

Happy Birthday.

Happy birthday to you!

Happy birthday to you!

L05

L06

Thank you.

I love you.

RUBY RED SHOES

L04
Hello.
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L08

L09

Thinking of you.

A gentle swing makes my heart sing.
Seeing the branches sway
makes for a happy day.

Ruby Red
Shoes
RUBY
REDGreeting
SHOES Cards
DOLL

L10

L11

Friends are always close by but
often not where you’d expect.

You’re as remarkable as a radish!

L14

Oh my goodness! Oh my dears!
A soapy sponge and bathroom tears.
Where are we going? How long shall we be?
So long as we’re back for afternoon tea!

L16

L17

L15

Happy Birthday.

Let the song in your heart fill the earth.

L18

Happy birthday to you.

RUBY RED SHOES

L19

L20

L21

Lift your eyes and look for butterflies.

Thank you for being my friend.

Happy birthday.
Wishing you many lovely surprises.
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We guide you with hope,
enrich your spirit and
add sparkle to your world.
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TRADING TERMS
Australia Head Office: Freecall 1800 222 254
AFFIRMATIONS.COM.AU

Welcome to Affirmations online
In 2018 we now have over 3500 registered online users across Australasia.
Keep up to date with all of our latest product releases and specials.
Sign up for our newsletter and most importantly order from your computer,
tablet or smartphone 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
4 EASY STEPS TO REGISTER ONLINE:
1

2

3

4

Go to
affirmations.com.au
/my-account or
affirmations.co.nz
/my-account

Enter your e-mail
address and create
a password.

Click the 'Register'
button

You can now start
shopping.

• We aim to ship your order within 24 hours.
• All prices on this site are in Australian Dollars.
• Australian orders will be charged 10% GST.
Contact Us
• Freecall within Australia: 1800 222 254.
• Bellingen Head Office: +61 2 6655 2350.
• Email: info@affirmations.com.au and our
customer service representative will contact you
as soon as possible.
• Postal Address:
Affirmations Publishing House
PO Box 189
Bellingen NSW 2454
Australia
Payment
• We accept PayPal, Visa and MasterCard.
• Payments are processed by our secure online
payment provider, eWay.

Delivery – Australia
• All orders over AU$100 shipped freight-free
Australia wide.
• Australia-wide flat-rate AUD$15.00 + GST
charged for orders under $100.
• Receive a free gift with every order.
• Orders will be sent by Australia Post unless a
different method is requested.
• Please allow up to 5 working days for delivery.
Delivery – International
• Orders under $100.00, freight will be charged:
AU$20.00.
• Orders over $100.00, freight will be charged
at 25% of your order value.
Claims and returns
We are very particular about maintaining
the highest standards of quality across our
merchandise.
However, if goods arrive damaged, claims must
be made within 7 days. Returns need to be
authorised by Affirmations.

New Zealand Office: Freecall 0800 444 224
AFFIRMATIONS.CO.NZ
• We aim to ship your order within 24 hours.
• All prices on this site are in New Zealand
Dollars.
• New Zealand orders will be charged 15% GST.

PHONE
& TABLET
FRIENDLY

affirmations.com.au
affirmations.co.nz

Contact Us
• Freecall within New Zealand: 0800 444 224.
• Auckland Office: 09 419 6988
• Email: sales@affirmations.co.nz and our
customer service representative will contact you
as soon as possible.
• Postal Address:
Affirmations NZ
PO Box 34388
Birkenhead
Auckland 0626
Payment
• We accept Visa and MasterCard.
• Payments are processed by our secure online
payment provider, eWay.

Delivery – New Zealand
• All orders over NZ$100 shipped freight-free.
• Orders less than $100.00 the freight and
handling charge will be $7.50 + GST Auckland
area, or $12.00 + GST to addresses elsewhere
in New Zealand.
• Receive a free gift with every order.
• Orders will be sent by courier unless a different
method is requested.
Delivery – International
• Orders under $100.00, freight will be charged:
NZ$20.00.
Claims and returns
We are very particular about maintaining
the highest standards of quality across our
merchandise.
However, if goods arrive damaged, claims must
be made within 7 days. Returns need to be
authorised by Affirmations.
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CONTACTS & REPRESENTatIVES

2018 CATALOGUE

t: +61 2 6655 2350 f: +61 2 6655 2634
e: sales@affirmations.com.au or
marketing@affirmations.com.au

AUSTRALIAN OFFICE
Affirmations Australia Pty Ltd
34 Hyde Street Bellingen,
PO Box 189, Bellingen
NSW 2454

VICTORIA
Aquitaine Agencies
Pauline van de Pavoordt
+61 411 187 072

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Austrends Agency
Phillippa Gray
+61 411 733 709

Neil van de Pavoordt
+61 412 415 545

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Inspired Agencies
Louise Hickey
+61 457 009 801

NORTHERN NSW
Daniel Maher
+61 428 864 333
SYDNEY,
SOUTHERN NSW & ACT
Dave Harrison
+61 416 110 688
MID NORTH & WEST NSW
Deb Stening
+61 422 850 944

SOUTH EAST QLD
Suzann Mahoney
+61 417 721 170
FAR NORTH QLD
Barry Peacock
+61 414 907 022

P U B L I S H I N G

H O U S E

CENTRAL QLD
Linda Henderson
+61 409 015 215

t: +64 9 419 6988 f: +64 9 419 0976
e: sales@affirmations.co.nz

NEW ZEALAND OFFICE
Affirmations NZ Ltd
2 Rugby Road Birkenhead,
PO Box 34388, Birkenhead
Auckland 0626

AUCKLAND
Karin Eccleton
+64 21 335 677

SOUTH ISLAND
Jenny Broadhurst
+64 21 314 355

CENTRAL NORTH ISLAND
Bernadine McCort
+64 274 440 652

NORTHLAND
Rayma Bell
+64 224 074 470

FOLLOW US ON

A F F I R M AT I O N S

TASMANIA
Daniel Maher
+61 428 864 333

New Zealand Office:
Freecall 0800 444 224
affirmations.co.nz

MANAGER
Alison Shepherd
+64 9 419 6988
sales@affirmations.co.nz

AFFIRMATIONS CATALOGUE 2018

Australia Head Office:
Freecall 1800 222 254
affirmations.com.au

EST. 1988

LOWER NORTH ISLAND
Ross Blick
+64 274 415 354

1988 – 2018

With specia
l thanks to
Glen & Kellie
Monahan
for the fabu
lous location
for our shoo
t.

Photography by Stuart Scott on location at Shorebreak,
Sapphire Beach and Cottonwood Cottage, Bellingen.
stuartscottphotographer.com cottonwoodfarm.com.au

BOOKS
Share the love, happiness
and wisdom with our
engaging range of books.

GIFTS
All new Little Affirmations,
Tiny Treasures, journals,
box sets and bookmarks.

GREETING CARDS
Two fresh, sparkling and
delightfully engaging new
card ranges for you.

